Evidence for multiple open states of sodium channels in neuroblastoma cells.
Open times of voltage-gated sodium channels in neuroblastoma cells were measured during repolarization (following a short depolarizing conditioning pulse) and during moderate depolarization. Conditional and unconditional channel open-time histograms were best fitted by the sum of two exponentials. (The conditional open time was measured from the end of the conditioning pulse until an open channel shuts provided it was open at t = 0). Time constants of both histograms depended on the post-pulse and were shifted to more positive potentials with increasing conditioning pulse potential. This shift could be explained by assuming more than two time constants in the histograms, which could not be separated. Channel open-time histograms from single-pulse experiments showed a maximum at t greater than 0. These histograms could be best fitted by an exponential function with three time constants. One term of this function included the difference of two exponentials resulting in a maximum at t greater than 0. Open-time histograms showed a definite time dependence. At 2 to 6.5 msec after the beginning of the depolarization the best fit could be obtained by the difference of two exponentials. To these components another term had to be added at 0 to 2 msec. Between 6.5 and 14.0 msec the sum of two exponentials, and after 14.0 msec a single exponential resulted in a good fit. The results support the hypothesis that sodium channels in neuroblastoma cells may have multiple open states. Two of these states are irreversibly coupled.